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If You Don’t Know Where You
Want To Be In 90 Days, You’ll
Never Get There!
Headline By www.successinacup.wordpress.com

Article By Derek White © June 2018

To Find Out How To Use Some Red Hot
Chilli To Get You There Read On...

In life it matters ing that 90 days maywhere you are going be the first stage for
and what you are try- you.
ing to achieve.
There are all sorts of
In a 90 Day Plan you theories and methods
can achieve anything, out there but today I
anywhere from par- am going to get down
ents and teachers to the absolute, no
teaching the ABCs, nonsense, brass tack
growing your busi- reasons that you
ness, to Mums trying have to mentally sit
to get their kids to eat or tread
on firmly
their vegetables and enough and take
then all the way to enough notice of
learning how to dance the pain that they are
like a Zulu Warrior currently inflicting on
whilst you are tick- you from not achieving off items on your ing your goals.
Bucket List.
If you do it right the
If you do not have a metaphorical
pain
clear-cut plan of ac- will be Excrucition and an exact
ating and you will
time frame like a 90
completely wake up,
day plan in which to
come
into present
achieve it, the highly
time and get yourself
and most probable
up and out from your
outcome will be that
comfortable chair and
you will not get there
into major action.
or achieve your goal.
1: You Must Be
Highly And EmotionSo how does one
ally Invested And
achieve their goal in
Involved In The Sucthis magic number of
cessful Outcome Of
90 days and consider-

Your Goal Or Goals:
In Other Words:
The Pain Of Having To Go Back To
Whatever It Is That
You Are So Completely Sick And Tired
Of
Must Be So
Overwhelming And
Totally Nauseating
To You That To Get
Away From It, It
Will Literally Drive
You To Totally Overcome Your Complacency And Land You
In A PowerBoat That
Will Take You Down
A River Of
Rapid
White Waters To Your
Desired Goal.
This is the missing
link I referred to in
my email. Anyone can
write out a list of targets and goals but if
there is no emotional
investment they are
just a boring list and
will not get done.
If you are working in
a team environment
where you have all different types of person-

alities and other agendas involved you also
have to have the entire
team Very Emotionally Invested and Involved In Your Goal
and Their Individal
Goals For Being
There. They Have
To Also Be Emotionally Invested In Your
Business Or Workplace Goals.
Why is this so?
If you or your team
have no real or tangible emotional pain or
threat of loss if they
don’t make it happen
then you or everyone
concerned goes into a
false sense of security in their minds and
that there is always
tomorrow or next
week.
(I just want to make
it very crystal clear
that I am not talking about or condoning harassment or
intimidation tactics
in the workplace to
get things done. You
can design and plan
out plenty of fun and

rewarding
activities that people will
strive to achieve.
(Do Not Treat People
Badly.)
However. If the attitude in the business
or workplace is really bad and the goals
fall into the next year
or the next decade
bucket to acheive, (in
other words, it literally does not matter
to anyone if it does
not happen,) then
that equals disaster
for your goals and
your business.
Some people might
say to me: “Whoa!
Derek, that is a bit
harsh. That’s a bit hard
or tough!” That might
be so and you are entitled to your beliefs
and opinions.

in business life and
down the track have
seen the absolute misery and desperation
that these individuals
fall into and drag others into and require
someone to drive or
take them to hospital
or take endless pity
on them to make
them feel better again.
2: Clearly Defining
Your Goal:
Many people who
have goals in life forget to really get down
into the nitty gritty
details.
They are very generalised about their goals.
Some Examples:

I want to lose weight,
I want to make more
However, from my money. I want a better
experience thus far in job. I want my kids to
life I have personally be more active.
witnessed countless
examples of compla- Article continued on
cency or ‘I cannot page...14.
be bothered’ attitude
in personal life and
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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If It
Is Not

Planned,
It Will
Become
Urgent
Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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The Monk Who Sold His
Ferrari
A Fable About Fulfilling Your
Dreams & Reaching Your
Destiny
The Monk Who proach to living
Sold His Ferrari:
with greater courage, balance, abunA Fable About Ful- dance and joy.
filling Your Dreams
and Reaching Your The
Monk Who
Destiny by motiva- Sold His Ferrari
tional speaker and tells the extraordiauthor Robin Shar- nary story of Julian
ma is an inspiring Mantle, a lawyer
tale that provides forced to confront
a step-by-step ap- the spiritual crisis of

his out-of-balance
life, and the subsequent wisdom that
he gains on a lifechanging odyssey
that enables him to
create a life of passion, purpose and
peace.

Buy It
Here
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How 600 Rejections Changed His Life Mark Ruffalo’s Struggle With
Rejection, Setbacks & Tragedy

By Kelan Ern

He is a force to be friends... and a new
reckoned with.
car stereo - he was
broke again.
In an interview with
Rolling Stone this ac- So he scrambled back
tor confessed that in to little jobs as a bushis young Padawan boy, waiter, gardener,
days (his twenties) house painter- even a
he was turned down bartender (making an
600 times in audi- infamous drink called
tions... left Hollywood “The Mark-arita”).
twice... and struggled
with unbearable anxi- 2. Stay Firmly
ety.
Grounded And Centered.
So far we tackled
Captain
America, All the rejection, setIron Man (in previ- backs and uncertainty
ous posts) - now let’s was sending his anxiroll up our sleeves ety out of control. His
and jump into the ring thoughts were always
with The Hulk, Os- running - even while
car-nominated actor, lying in bed. So RufMark Ruffalo.
falo started a daily
practice of meditation
Like
the others, - and found the voicthere’s mucho to learn es in his head quietfrom this guy.
ed down... he stayed
Let’s follow the green grounded and was no
bread crumbs to longer swept up in his
see how he crawled emotions... and his cathrough the rubble reer started to feel difof life... smashed ferent... and shift.
through
setbacks...
and emerged as the 3. Obstacles Will Be
monster-sized force Chucked Your Way he is today.
Never Quit Swinging
Without further ado:
5 Hulk-Like Life Lessons of Mark Ruffalo
1. Don’t Celebrate
Too Early
When he was 19, he
scored his first acting gig in a Clearasil
commercial. He felt
he “made it” so he
waved goodbye to his
day job - stringing instruments at the guitar
store. But after a couple months of splurging on fancy dinners...
lending moolah to

the surgery to extract
it paralyzed half his
face. Doctors told him
it’d probably be permanent. And for close
to a year it looked that
way.
About a year later,
while staring in the
mirror, trying to move
his paralyzed side, he
saw his face slightly
twitch and started
yelling for his, “Baby!
Baby I can move my
face!” The two started
crying because they
knew then-and-there
that his muscle function would return.
4. Redirect Adversity
To Your Advantage.
In 2008, his brother
Scott (beloved Hollywood hair-stylist)
was murdered - devastating everyone (especially because the
case was unsolved).

After his brother’s
death, Mark poured
himself into the movie The Kids Aren’t
Alright, thinking that deeper, something he
After ten years of this was his last film. held back for almost
swinging
again...
all of his life, he
and again... he final- In it, he played a char- states:
ly struck a surge of acter similar to his
momentum...
scor- brother - a role that al- I realized I was holding more roles... find- lowed Mark to honor ing back a little bit.
ing his soul-mate... him. Turned out, the So I could always say
and then expecting movie crushed it. And I didn’t really give it
his first child. But sent Ruffalo his first everything to myself
then a new challenge Oscar-nomination.
Now I’m like ‘Just go
knocked on his doorfor broke man’. This
step, this time it was a But it also made him is it.
brain tumor.
make another ground- -Mark Ruffalo.
breaking realization...
As he held his newThis is it. There’s no
born boy, he wasn’t 5. Just Go For Broke. time to wait. Get startsure if he’d get to see
ed today in the direchim grow up. Luck- His brother’s death tion that makes most
ily, it was benign. But unleashed something sense to you.

Because today is all
that we’re guaranteed.
Today there is a whole
slew of different med
itations. In Primal
Panic Solutions - I
recommend a couple
minutes per day of an
ancient Asian meditation.

stress AND allows
you to feel more comfortable (and more
forgiving) with yourself. For more on this
technique and dozens
of others, leap over to
http://www.elitelifecoaching.net
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Kelan_
Unlike other medita- Ern/2505646
tions, this is more
than focusing on your
breath. It packs the
same anxiety-fighting
punch of traditional
meditation but also
shields you against
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Are You
Looking

For A Way
Out?
Then Click
Here
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Unleash The Power Within
Buy This Book Wherever You Can Find It Or The Audio Book.

The power was
given to you
at the moment
you were born.
Its source is unlimited.
And
when you seize
it, you’ll have
everything you
need to create a
life filled with
more
passion,
excitement, confidence, and joy
than you’ve ever
dreamed.
Isn’t it time
to Unleash the
Power
Within
and claim your
extraordinary potential? How do
you really want
to live? What are
you most excited
about? What are
you grateful for?
Do you often feel
“stuck” in your
life? Are you
unable to make
changes or break
through past beliefs? We often
look outside ourselves for these
answers. When
we do, we give
away our power. It’s time to
find your own
answers…uncover your own
internal motiva-

tions…and set
your own rules!
In Anthony
Robbins’ exciting live audio
seminar Unleash
the Power Within
you’ll discover
how to transform
your limiting beliefs, adding new
meaning
and
depth to your
life. You’ll learn
to tap into your
deepest,
most
personal resources, to become all
that you truly desire and deserve.
And when you
begin to claim
the abundant rewards your future has in store,
you’ll not only
make a remarkable improvement
in your life—but
consequently, in
our world. In Unleash the Power
Within
Tony
shows you how
to live your life
not by hope…
not by chance…
but by design.

Please Click On The Picture To Go
To The Youtube Video.
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By Dr. Edward Group DC, NP, DACBN, DCBCN, DABFM
For Original Article Please Click Here:

Your liver is responsible for processing
toxins in the body, so
you’ll want to keep
it working at its best.
Sometimes, though,
diet or lifestyle can
catch up to us, and, if
that happens, a liver
cleanse becomes necessary. With a cleanse,
you’ll certainly get
rid of all that toxic
buildup, but there are
lots of other perks as
well.

duction,
detoxing
your liver might be
just the place to start
if you want to lose
weight.

2. Immune System 4. Supports Whole
Support.
Body Detox.

Since the liver reduces toxins, among other
things, it makes sense
that a healthy liver is
crucial to a strong immune system. [1] [2]
Cleansing your liver
could even give your
6 Benefits of Liver immune system a
Cleansing.
boost.
Many people disregard liver cleansing,
but there are some
benefits
associated
with the practice. Not
only does it jump start
a healthy eating program, it may also help
you lose weight. Just
what can liver cleansing do for you?
1. Weight Loss
Your liver produces
bile, which the digestive systems use to
break down fat. And
since liver cleansing
promotes bile pro-

somewhere between
100 to 300 of the
stones could actually
be purged from your
body.

3. Discourages Liver
Stones.
Liver stones, a product of diet, form because of too much
cholesterol. [3] The
extra
cholesterol
makes bile harden into
tiny stones that can
block the liver and
gall bladder;

Since the liver removes toxins, turning
them into harmless
byproducts, there are
usually small amounts
of toxins in your liver.
This
is generally
not a problem. Issues
start, however, when
there’s a buildup of
too many toxins.
That’s when you need
to detox in order to get
your liver working exactly as it should.
5. Boosts Energy.

Some of the harmless
byproducts the liver
makes are actually
nutrients the body
you could even have will use.
up to 200 to 300
of
these affecting Whether from liver
your liver’s
abil- stones or too much
ity to detox. When toxic build up, some
you cleanse, though, of those nutrients

simply won’t make it
back into the bloodstream. When that
happens, your energy
levels will likely
drop, so liver cleansing will make you
feel better because
not only will you have
all of your nutrients—
but also all of your
energy.

Grünhage, F. et al. Increased gallstone risk
in humans conferred by
could even
look and feel at least common variant of hepatic ATP-binding cassette
five years younger!
transporter for cholesterol. Hepatology. 46 (3).

If you’re ready to
make a change for the
better, a liver cleanse
might be a great start.
You can get the full
liver cleanse instructions right here. If
6. Increases Vitality. you’ve performed a
liver cleanse before,
Remember that by leave a comment becleansing the liver, low and let us know
you’re restoring it to what difference it
peak efficiency.
made for you!
Reducing all that
toxic buildup will
make your skin look
brighter and healthier.
And since promoting
bile production helps
with fat breakdown,
you’ll also tone your
body easier and you

†Results may vary. Information and statements
made are for education
purposes and are not intended to replace the advice of your doctor. Global Healing Center does not
dispense medical advice,
prescribe, or diagnose illness. The views and nutritional advice expressed
by Global Healing Center are not intended to be
a substitute for conventional medical service. If
you have a severe medical
References (3) Parker, G. condition or health conA. & Picut, C. A. Liver cern, see your physician.
Immunobiology. Toxicologic Pathology. 33 (1).
Racanelli, V. & Rehermann, B. The Liver as
an Immunological Organ.
Hepatology. 43 (2, Supplement 1).
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If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
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TRANSFORM Your Mind-set And The
Thoughts That Control Your Destiny
And You Will Succeed
By Derek White © June 2018

If you are feeling
stuck in life a bit like
in the picture above
and you don’t know
how to get out of the
situation you are in,
the first things you
have to change are
your thoughts.
Once you realise
the power of your
thoughts there will be
nothing that can hold
you back except those
negative
thoughts
that you think and you
controling your physi-

cal body. It doesn’t
matter who you are or
the situation you are
in, even if you are in
jail for a horrendous
crime you have committed and the authorities will not let
you out.

Cape Town.
Yes he committed
many acts of violence
and destroyed much
property, many people
died because of him
leading and inciting
a country wide revolution and in reality
they should have just
thrown the key away
and forgotten about
him. He was treated
appallingly by his jailers and the authorities.

la’s mind he started
changing his thoughts
about the upsets and
hatred that he had for
his white captors and
the hardship they inflicted on him and his
people. Long story
short...
...After 27 years he
walked free from the
Just look at the Hell
That Nelson Mandela
prison and hellhole
got himself into and
he had landed himself and his people in
endured.
Mandela
by standing up to the
was imprisoned for 27
bullies of life and
years, 18 of those on
Robben Island, a rock Then one day in- through a very long
quarry off the coast of side Nelson Mande- process became Presi-

dent of Africa. Nelson
Mandela has become
one of the most powerful men on Earth
and in History and
has created a legacy
for human rights that
will be a guiding light
for countless millions
of people and etched
in the history books of
Earth for a very long
time, if not forever.

and Mind-set he held
in his mind.
Decide to set yourself free and succeed
in your chosen Destiny by changing your
mind-set and your
thoughts in your mind.

I hope this article will
help all people who
read it have a fantastic, nonviolent and
Everything that hap- rewarding life. Kind
pened over all those regards Derek White
years happened be- Editor.
cause of the thoughts
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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If You Don’t Know Where You
Want To Be In 90 Days, You’ll
Never Get There!
Headline By www.successinacup.wordpress.com

Article By Derek White © June 2018

To Find Out How To Get There Read
On...

Article
continued you will lose 1 kilo a
from page..3.
week no matter what.
You will need to drink
If you don’t get the 6 - 8 glasses of water
details written down, a day to keep yourself
how are you going to well hydrated. You
have a plan of action will also need to eat
to follow each day? plenty of salads and
other healthy foods
For example:
and only eat a total of
You want to lose ex- 1,000 calories a day.
actly 15 Kilos and 6 Ensure also that you
inches off your waist- will not eat any sugar
line. This will take and keep your carboyou 15 weeks at 1 kilo hydrates very low.
a week. The date now
is 11th June 2018. You Now isn’t that a big
will need to go to bed difference to, “I want
at 9:30pm each night to lose some weight?”
to get a good night’s
sleep and start at 7am If you follow the
each morning and same example to earnyou will do one and ing extra income, get
a half hours of car- all the exact details
dio exercise that will down.
make you sweat and
get puffed out every How much extra do
you want to earn?
morning.
How much do you
You will burn 1,500 earn each day or
calories a day and week. The list goes on

and on until you have
all the details of exactly how you are going to do it.

am not sure where I
want to go. Just book
me a flight to somewhere and I will pay
whatever you say it
This listing out the costs and hey I will
exact details in writ- see what happens
ting for any area of when I get there :-).
your life is the most
crucial part of get- It rarely happens.
ting to where you Most of the time peowant to go in your ple have a pretty
90 day goal plan, also good idea where they
bearing in mind your are going. For examgoal might be much ple:
bigger and may take
several 90 day plans A person wants to go
to achieve.
and see Uncle George
in New York City beI have heard quite a tween the 4th of July
number of people say to the 25th Of July to
“it’s not the destina- catch up with him betion that counts, it’s cause he has not seen
the journey you go on him in 10 years.
that matters”.
He has a two week
I respectfully don’t holiday from his job
completely
agree. and he has saved up
Question? How many $1,700 for the airfare
people in reality go to plus another $2,000
their travel agents and spending money.
say something like: I

He has also booked
in at The Holiday
Inn in 5th Avenue 5
minutes walk from
the train station. He
has already paid for
the hotel as he had to
secure a place to be
able to book a flight
because that is what
the Immigration Office insisted on so that
he has somewhere to
stay and that he has
enough money for all
of his time in New
York.

it is that you want to
achieve and the burning passion and emotional
involvement
into it then the very
likely outcome is that
in 90 days you will
not get what you want
in life.
I hope this article
helps people to get
more out of their life
and achieve their
goals in life by using
the 90 day plan to get
to their destination.

He has done all this Kind regards Derek
so he can get to many White Editor.
places by train and
not be far from Uncle George and all the
sights to see in New
York.
So my whole point
being to this article
is that if you don’t
put planning and the
details into whatever
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Don’t Aspire To Make A
Living, Aspire To Make A
Difference!!!
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

Denzel Washington

Warning Video Contains One Small Swear Word But It Is Said To Inspire Not To Offend

If You’re
Going To
Climb That
Mountain,
Don’t Just
Climb That
Mountain So
You To Get
To The Top,
Climb That
Mountain So
That You Can
Help Others
Up, To Help
Make A
Difference In
Their Lives.
© Derek White June 2018
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

If you want something
to happen in your life, if
you don’t make it
happen, who will?”
“

Derek White © June 2018
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Make It Happen !!!!!!!!!
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Enjoy Gordon Ramsay’s
Ultimate Cooking Course
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

Free E-Book containing all recipes &
ingredients is available for download at
http://www.ultimatecookerycourse.com or
download it directly
from https://goo.gl/
oMs67f
Episode 20 - Special
Salads and Fabulous
Fruits Gordon teaches
more recipes for fabulous food for special
occasions, including a
flavour-packed green
papaya salad, a simple but celebratory
chopped salad and
spectacular raspberry
millefeuille.
Recipes: Green papaya salad Chopped
salad Green bean
salad with mustard

185th

Edition 11th June 2018

food for special occasions, including a
flavour-packed green
papaya salad, a simple but celebratory
chopped salad and
Preparing
scallops Gordon’s spectacular
Skinning
tomatoes raspberry millefeuille.
Seeding pomegranates Adding ice cream I do not own the conor lemon mascarpone tent used in this video.
to fruit Leftover pas- All the copyrights go
try Gordon Ramsay’s to Little Dot Studios
Ultimate
Cookery and Channel 4
Course dressing Roasted red
pepper, lentil & herb
salad
Raspberry
mille-feuille Cooking
tips:

In this practical home
cookery series Gordon Ramsay strips
away the graft and
complexity to show
how to cook 100 simple, accessible and
modern recipes to
stake your life on.
Gordon teaches more
recipes for fabulous
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10 Easy Garden Hacks To Grow
Vegetables In Your Small
Garden
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Stop Living By The
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Rules Of Other People
By Dr. Shauntel Peak-Jimenez, Ph.D

You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say

At one point or another many of us have either cared about what
other people thought
about us, have been
a people pleaser, or
have allowed naysayers to block the path
to us moving forward.
I totally get it. But
what I don’t get is why
some people continue
that way of living to
the point that they are
not even living the life
they desire to live, because they are living
the life that others desire for them to live.
There is nothing
wrong with taking
some advice from others, especially when
it is done out of love

You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say
You Will Do As I Say

because
someone Article continued on
doubted them, or be- page...27.
cause someone told
them that their dream
was too difficult to
Life is so precious achieve, or because
and so sacred, and at someone didn’t supthe same time so short port them.
Don’t
that we can’t afford to
allow
p
peopl
u
waste any of it living But we can’t allow
t you
i
n
a box e to
has ti
within the framework what other people
.W
me fo
of the opinions of oth- think or say to keep
r that ho
?
us chained to a life of
ers.
settling. There has to
Guess what? People be a mindset shift that
are always going to occurs. We have to get
have something to to that point where
say. So if they are go- we think and believe
ing to talk you might in a way that is in
as well be living a life alignment with what
that makes you happy, we want to see manifest in our life. Does
right?
Too
many
times that mean that things
people allow the will be easy when we
fire for their dreams are working toward a
to get snuffed out goal? No it doesn’t.
and concern, but don’t
allow people to put
you in a box. Who has
time for that?
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To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 185th Edition Crossword.
Across

1

1 the entity that has
the possession of
something (pl) (10)

2

3

4

11

13
15

17

9 abbr that is (2)
20

22
25

11 abilities (7)

27

13 abbr resolution (2)

30

14 smallest particle
(4)

31

16

18

21

24

7

10

12

14

10 abbr artificial
intelligence (2)

6

9

8

8 abbr Belize (2)

5

23

26
28

32

19

Last Week’s 184th
Edition Solution.

29
33

34

15 ocean (3)
17 gorging oneself
with food (pl) (8)
20 abbr north south (2)
22 the in French (2)
23 abbr risk
assessment (2)
24 abbr advanced
organisation (2)
25 a verse of a poem
(7)
28 ... and outs (3)
29 figure expressing
the acidity or
alkalinity (2)
30 stand over (4)
33 expression of
laughter (2)
34 overabundances,
surpluses (8)
Down
1 something that one
can attainable,
receivable (10)
2 asking for
information (4)

3 nemesis (pl), foes
(7)
4 position yourself in
a chair (3)
5 an inhabitant of the
German state of
Hesse (pl) (8)
6 group of sentences
in an essay with a
theme (9)
7 abbr sister (3)
12 cut something off
(3)
16 a printing
measurement (2)
18 organs that hold
hormones and other
secretions for the
body to use (pl) (6)
19 sideway step (6)
21 therefore (2)
26 abbr title (2)
27 abbr society (3)
31 bull (2)
32 myself (2)
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Word Search 185th Edition: Your target is to find 205 words!
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Stop Living By The
Rules Of Other People
What is the point of
walking around with
a dream stuck in your
heart? Who is that
helping? It isn’t helping anyone. If some
people make you feel
like your dream is too
big then that’s okay.
When God places a
dream in your heart it
should be big, right?
He is a big God so
why would he give
you a small dream?
And just because
your dream is too big
for others to conceive
doesn’t mean that it
is too big for you to
achieve.
And
never ever
shrink down your
dream to fit the small
thinking of others.
That is only going to
make you feel discouraged and frustrated.

training and certification to purposedriven
individuals.
She specializes in
providing inspiration
and education to help
others transform their
purpose into profit.

By Dr. Shauntel Peak-Jimenez, Ph.D

To find out about becoming a Certified
Life Coach please
visit http://www.thecaseinstitute.com.
You can also complete a dual certification program and enhance your purpose
and profit even more.
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.
c o m / e x p e r t / D r. _
Shauntel_Peak-Jimenez,_Ph.D/4748

Don’t let anyone squash
your dreams.

And it can also cause
you to be stuck in
neutral, instead of
moving forward. It
is time for you to
unleash the confidence to not only follow your
dreams
but to achieve them.
And don’t let anything stop you. You
are amazing, you are
driven, and you are
powerful. And you’ve
got this!
Dr. Shauntel PeakJimenez is the founder
of The Character and
Self-Esteem (CASE)
Institute where she
provides life coach
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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